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SELF-TITLED DEBUT ALBUM FROM DOOMS CHILDREN  

FEATURING WADE MACNEIL IS OUT TODAY ON DINE ALONE RECORDS 

 

LISTEN TO THE FULL ALBUM FEATURING THE EDGY OPENING TRACK  

“TRIP WITH ME” HERE 

 
“…the sentiments are heartfelt and the music has real power. MacNeil has 

preserved the intensity of his earlier work even as he relinquishes just enough of 
its frenzy to find the place where he belongs.” – The Associated Press 

 
 

Nashville, TN – Dooms Children, the self-titled debut project from revered post-hardcore 

guitarist/vocalist/songwriter Wade MacNeil (Alexisonfire, Gallows) comes out today on 

Dine Alone Records. Known by fans as the lead guitarist/co-founder of the pioneering 

post-hardcore band Alexisonfire and lead singer of the UK hardcore punk outfit Gallows, 

MacNeil sets a new course with his music and message on Dooms Children with a deeply 

personal and revealing work. Listen to the full album featuring the edgy opening track 

“Trip With Me” HERE. 

 

MacNeil says of “Trip With Me”, “There’s a small spark in my mind. It’s not even a melody 

yet, it’s just an idea. Just a faint sound I’m hearing in my head.” He continues, “I pick up 

the old acoustic guitar that is always lying on my couch and strum it until the sound I’m 

hearing starts to focus. I go into the other room and sit down at the piano and play until 

what I’m imagining begins to focus a little more. It begins to take shape and I play it again 

and again and again. Hours, sometimes weeks, sometimes years later that little spark of 

an idea has become a song. That sounds like magic to me. Trip with me.”  

 

Dooms Children is a sincere and reflective work that chronicles a transition following life-

changing self-realizations. Ultimately, it is an album of regret and redemption with a new 

outlook and a triumphant second chance. The songs feature a hybrid of hard rock, dream-

like psychedelia and melodic beauty. 

 

Dooms Children was recorded live in the studio and co-produced with Daniel Romano, 

multi-instrumentalist Ian Romano and guitarist Patrick Bennett. 

         

Dooms Children: Instagram | Twitter | Facebook  

Dine Alone Records: Website | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | Dine Alone Store 
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For Press Information about Dooms Children, please contact Jim Flammia 

jim@alleyesmedia.com or Conner McKiever Conner@alleyesmedia.com at All Eyes Media 
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